New Percussion Literature
and Recordings
Publishers and composers are invited to
submit materials to Percussive Notes to
be considered for review. Selection of
reviewers is the sole responsibility of the
Review Editor of Percussive Notes. Comments about the works do not necessarily
reﬂect the opinions of the Percussive Arts
Society.
Send two copies of each submission to:
Review Editor
Percussive Arts Society
110 W. Washington Street, Suite A
Indianapolis, IN 46204 USA.
Note: Please provide current address or
e-mail, contact information and price
with each item to be reviewed. Whenever
possible, please include a performance or
rehearsal tape of ensemble music. Also, if
possible, include a translation if text and
CD liner notes are not in English.
Difﬁculty Rating Scale
I–II
Elementary
III–IV
Intermediate
V–VI
Advanced
VI+
Difﬁcult

Reference

Adventures of an American Composer
Michael Colgrass
$19.95
Meredith Music
This 221-page autobiography of a
gifted percussionist and composer is an
excellent addition to Michael Colgrass’
already-distinguished Pulitzer Prizewinning career. His unique writing style
reflects his perspective of “DreamerRealist-Critic” and provides three logical
divisions for his life: Part I, 1942–1949;
Part II, 1950–1966; and Part III,
1967–present.
Among the sage, inspirational quotes
is one from his son, Neal, who at age
eight said: “Michael, there’s a big difference between the way you see yourself
and the way you really are.” Michael
continues: “So I decided to write about
interesting episodes in my life instead—
pivotal stories that readers can piece
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together to form a picture of me and the
creative generation to which I belong.”
This autobiography—edited by Michael’s wife, Ulla, and his son, Neal—is
a fun-filled, easy read that contains
masterful storytelling from Colgrass’ life
in music. Each of the 88 short chapters
has a revealing subtitle, such as “Who’s
Rousseau?,” “I’m a Composer!” and “You
Oughta Be on Facebook.” Through these
insightfully compelling adventures, we
gain additional appreciation for Colgrass’
background and creative genius. This
autobiography will prove to be an enormously inspiring documentation of one
of the most talented composers of the
past century.
—Jim Lambert
Snare Drum

Progressive Method for
Snare Drum		
I–V
Antonio Santangelo
$27.95
HoneyRock
This concert snare drum method book
leads readers through a true progression
of exercises, starting with simple playing
concepts such as whole notes and half
notes. As the text advances, Santangelo
offers exercises that address areas of increasing complexity such as syncopation,
flams, and groupings of five and seven
notes. The book culminates with a section of etudes labeled “Ten Intermediate
Studies.”
In the preface, Santangelo addresses
introductory levels of music theory and

includes photographs of proper stick
grip, hand positions, and “action shots” of
basic stroke exercises. While all the Italian text is translated to English, some of
the translations may throw off a reader,
as when a single drag is called a “double
flam” and a four-stroke ruff is called a
“triple flam.”
The exercises are symphonic in nature.
Musical ideas and themes are introduced
and woven through each exercise. Additionally, rests are treated with as much
importance as notes; you can almost hear
the orchestra playing in the background
while you prepare for your next entrance.
This book would be effective for introducing students to unfamiliar musical
concepts. Equally, it will prove adequate
for students studying orchestral excerpts
who will enjoy the freshness of new literature that demands the technical skills
required to play a variety of ornaments
and rhythms with briskness and expression.
—Joshua D. Smith
Studies in Rhythm		
III
Bill Graham
$24.95
HoneyRock
This collection of 14 solos and 14 duets
for snare drum is intended for auditions,
competitions, and recitals. While the
composer states that all the solos can be
played in either rudimental (open rolls)
or orchestral (buzz rolls) style, most of
the music is rudimental in character.
Throughout the book Graham utilizes
ornamentations such as eighth-note triplets, drags, and flams, along with a variety
of time signatures.
Every solo has a corresponding duet
with a matching title. Since the musical
material for each duet is taken directly
from its equivalent solo, a performer
could easily play either of the duet parts
after preparing the corresponding solo
music. In spite of being a bit formulaic in
construction, the duets add strength to
this collection. The duets’ musical structure is based heavily on unison playing,
trading measures in a call-and-response
fashion, and accompaniment with
rhythms on the shell or rim. Both the
solos and duets in Studies in Rhythm will
prove accessible for performers as well as
enjoyable for listeners.
—Joshua D. Smith

Selected
Reviews

Monster Baby
V
Brett Jones
$9.95
HoneyRock
“Monster Baby” is a snare drum solo
based on the rudimental solo “Crazy
Army” written by Ed Lemley in 1934.
But this modern adaptation takes the
player through a number of metamorphoses including sections of odd meters
and mixed meters, a concert-style section, and stick- and rim-click grooves.
The solo is written in a sonata form,
with an opening theme (“Crazy Army”),
a long development section (where the
metamorphoses occur), and a recapitulation.
The performer must be able to make
smooth transitions between sections and
styles, especially when the solo returns
to the original tempo and feel. This
recap then moves to a coda section that
brings the solo to a rousing finish. This
well-written solo would be a challenge to
most high school or college percussionists and an excellent choice for a regional
or state solo music festival.
—Tom Morgan
Spin Cycle		
VI
Brett William Dietz
$22.95
HoneyRock
This is a collection of 12 very advanced
compositions for solo snare drum. The
solos explore complex rhythmic patterns,
many technical challenges, adding the
voice to the drum texture, and performing specific rhythms as well as free
interpretation of motives. The pieces
are dedicated to many of the author’s
percussion friends and composers, and
each features style elements that capture
the writing of those individuals. The
more noted composers include Michael
Colgrass, Stuart Sanders Smith, William
Kraft, and James Wood.
One challenging element is the use of
metered notations that employ note relationships; e.g., five beats where six is normal, six notes where four is normal, etc.
Several innovative textures are included
such as the use of snare drum sticks,
brushes, mixing snare sticks with timpani
mallets, and trading the use of snares-on
and snares-off. The choice of titles is
interesting as well. Some include “bone
box,” “nervous coffee,” “dark energy,” and
“white noise.”
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